
540 Tuckahoe Road 
ar Yonkers, NSY. _. January 25, 1967 

Dear Mrs, Meagher, 

a It was indeed.a distinct pleasure in befng able 
to talk to you ever the phone the. other evening. You 
certainly tramsmit.a high degree of.dedication and apparently you 
are a fine and stacere person. For reasons which | probably 
Will never have the-opportunity to explain our meeting probably 
would provide us with addittenal handicaps which we both 
do net need fn our work. roe 

7 As you may recall I mentioned during our telephone 
conversation that was calling from a public phone booth 
as I only use my private phene for matters which are in neo 
way related to the dfrection that. my enquiry. moves, 

Unfortunately the day that Orwell predicted may 
very well have arrived. I would strongly suggest that you 
aveid using your phene fin discussing matters which you 
consider confidential or fmpertant. 

fr In view of the. fact that Iortginally made the. 
contact requesting a meeting I must: apotoegize for being 
ufiable to accept your more than kind offer to’ meet with me, 

As I may have mentioned.my knewtedge of this case 
began long before the “happening” fn Dallas. There ts no 
middle ground in this matter. e efther have a consptfracy 
or we. do not! Most ef. the researchers become completely 
fmmersed in technicalities. and wrén those technicalities — 
indicate serious discrepanctés the: search for technical faults 
is accelerated, MOTIVATION or why did it happen the way most 
of us feel it did happen. When yeu get into this area and 
come up with some of the conclusions which are- inescapable and 
we run into some terribly frightening things. Matters which 
many honest and uncorrupted men might wel! consider too dangerous 
‘to our international image to allow disclosure. They garrote 
the truth in order that the truth live....by their definition, 
The best of luck in your work. 

Apologetically, 

) 
( /Jules Striso


